
Brand/Model Year Product P/N Vehicle Position

BMW

328i, 330i, 335i & 340i (F30) 
xDrive Sedan AWD excl. RWD & EDC 2012-2017

SPORT

8741 1591LSPORT LEFT FRONT

8741 1591RSPORT RIGHT FRONT

8240 1294SPORT REAR

FSD 2100 4189 CAR SET

328i (F30) Sedan xDrive AWD excl. RWD and EDC 2013-2017 SPORT KIT 1145 1207 CAR SET

335i, 340i (F30) Sedan xDrive AWD excl. RWD & EDC 2013-2017 SPORT KIT 1145 1208 CAR SET

428i, 435i Cabriolet (F33) excl. AWD & EDC 2014-2017 SPORT
8741 1582SPORT FRONT

8240 1307SPORT REAR

435i Cabriolet (F33) excl. AWD & EDC 2014-2015 SPORT KIT 1145 1206 CAR SET

P E R F O R M A N C E  S H O C K  A B S O R B E R S  |  koni .com

KONI is proud to increase their offerings for the very popular BMW 3 and 4 Series cars. KONI is adding KONI Sport and FSD offerings for the xDrive all wheel 
drive 3 Series (F30) and Sport for the 4 Series Cabriolet (F33) to the already available offering for the 3 and 4 Series rear wheel drive sedans and coupes.

KONI offers world class suspension upgrades for refined handling and ride quality for over 40 years of BMW's legendary 2002, 3 Series, and 4 Series 
models. It's a long-standing relationship of performance, precision, and technology for family daily drivers to weekend track toys to dedicated racing cars.

NEW BMW 3 & 4 SERIES LISTINGS FROM KONI

SPORT
KONl Sport struts and shocks are the industry leader in externally adjustable damping, establishing 
the ultimate user control. By easily adjusting from KONI's vehicle specific baseline balance of comfort 
and performance up to 100% firmer for more aggressive handling and motion control, KONI Sport 
transforms the “daily driver” into the weekend track machine without hassle. With its very broad 
range of adjustability, KONI Sport is a great choice to upgrade a stock, original equipment (OE) 
suspension or when matched with lowering springs and other performance upgrades for better 
handling and a more aggressive look and road feel. KONI Sport carries a limited lifetime warranty as 
with most KONI products.

FSD
KONI FSD (Frequency Selective Damping) patented technology is the first premium no-compromise 
shock absorber in the world. FSD offers superior performance handling when installed on an original 
equipment (OE) suspension or when matched with other performance upgrades without degrading 
ride quality for cars and light trucks, SUVs, motorhomes, and service vehicles while improving grip and 
safety in daily driving. KONI FSD automatically adjusts to road conditions as well as driving style, all 
within a fraction of a second guaranteeing greater stability, control and driving pleasure.

KONI SPORT KIT / KONI FSD
Image shown is not application specific.


